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Motivation
Fake news and mis/disinformation are booming. While accu-
mulating support, politicians sometimes resort to distorting
or hiding the truth, unintentionally or on purpose. Manual
fact-checking is the most common and trustworthy way to
fight this, but it is tedious and time-consuming. Hence, it is
important to prioritize what to fact-check, i.e., to estimate
the check-worthiness of the claims.

The general fact-checking flow-chart

The focus of our work is the first step from the fact-checking
flowchart: detecting check-worthy claims. Previous work has
focused exclusively on the text modality, but here we explore
the utility of the audio as an additional input.

Objective

Given a political debate, a
speech or an interview, rank
the sentences according to
their check-worthiness. As
this is a ranking task, we
use Mean Average Precision
(MAP) for evaluation.
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Joint Models
Textual and audio models are combined in several different ways:
• Knowledge alignment - we train an audio model to represent the input it receives in the

same way a fine-tuned textual model would represent its input in a teacher-student mode.

• Early fusion ensemble - we take fine-tuned models, run the inputs with the respective
modalities through them and combine their input representations which in term goes
through a classification layer.

• Late fusion ensemble - we combine the predictions of the models.
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Results: Multiple Speakers

Fusing the audio and the textual
modalities improves the MAP score.
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Contributions
• A multimodal dataset (text and audio) for detecting

check-worthy claims.

• A novel framework that combines the text and the
speech modalities.

• Evaluation and comparison of current state-of-the-art
textual and audio models on our multimodal dataset.

• Positive results - Multiple speakers: adding the audio
modality yields sizable improvements over using the text
modality alone.

• single speaker: an audio-only model could outperform a
strong text-only baseline.

Data
We augment the dataset for the 2021 CheckThat! lab, Task
1b. Our new multimodal dataset (text and audio in English)
contains 48 hours of speech in English, comprising 34,489
sentences.

Multimodal dataset

Train data with over- and
undersampling

Single speaker dataset

The check-worthy claims in the multimodal dataset are
about 2% of all sentences. Thus, we prepared three variants
of the training dataset: upsampling 15 and 30 times, remov-
ing random non-check-worthy sentences until their number
becomes equal to the number of the check-worthy ones.

We propose a single-speaker setup, leaving aside the speech
specifics of the different speakers.

In addition, we prepare a variant of the sentence-level audio
segments with reduced background noise.

Models
Text models:

• BERT-base uncased
• SVM with TF.IDF
• Feedforward network focusing on named entities

Audio models (base variants):

• HuBERT
• wav2vec 2.0
• data2vec-audio

Results: Single Speaker

Experiments with the single-speaker subset of the dataset.
The audio model using audio segments with reduced back-
ground noise achieves the highest MAP, outperforming the
best textual model.
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